
  

 
AtlantisFiber™ Announces Development Agreement with W Dusk Energy Group 

 
Vancouver, B.C., June 12, 2019 - It’s our great pleasure to announce the signing of an agreement 
between AtlantisFiber™ and W Dusk Energy Group that will see our two companies collaborate on 
various infrastructure projects throughout Canada and abroad.  
 
W Dusk Energy Group is a recognized leader in the design, development and commissioning of renewable                
energy projects involving First Nations and remote communities. The Agreement will open new opportunities              
for the deployment of the innovative additive technology that Atlantis has developed for use in the cement and                  
concrete industries. 
 
Our recent cooperation has led to a collaboration with the Chawathil First Nation in British Columbia 
that is currently underway and scheduled to be completed by mid to late July.  
 
This project marks the beginning of a broad cooperation which will include concrete housing 
applications in remote and greatly underserved parts of Canada as well as improving road conditions 
in these communities by incorporating AtlantisFiber™ technologies.  
 
Not only will this be a much-welcomed service to these communities, but what we will learn from 
these applications will be adapted to fit similar communities within North America and globally.  
 
The W Dusk Energy Group is an Indigenous business that has worked throughout Canada to strengthen 
community development by harnessing the energy of the sun to foster economic growth, and infrastructure 
development. Currently, W Dusk Group has built the two largest community owned solar projects in British 
Columbia: Skidegate 100 kW; and Lower Nicola Indian Band 88.1 kW. The team will be completing Manitoba’s 
first utility megawatt solar farm with the Fisher River Cree Nation in July of 2019. 
 
“Canadian cleantech companies are working together to bring global solutions to local communities”, noted 
David Isaac, President and CEO of W Dusk Energy Group. “Our partnership with AtlantisFiber™ has cross 
sectoral applications in energy, infrastructure and transportation that could prove significant in the years 
ahead.” 
 
For further Information Contact: 
 
Patrick McConnell 
President and CEO AtlantisFiber™ 
Tel: +1 (778) 908-6877 
 
David Isaac 
President & CEO 
W Dusk Energy Group 
Tel:+1 (604) 442-2127 
 

https://atlantisfiber.com/
https://www.wduskgroup.com/
https://atlantisfiber.com/self-healing-concrete/

